NOTE: All of the following data occurred from May 1, 2003 to present.

- Former Regime Leadership Captured or Killed:
  - Uday and Qusay; 19 of the Top 55; 178 Ba’athists, extremists, and Saddam regime senior military officers

- Weapons Seized:
  - 8,200 tons of ammunition
  - 700 shoulder-fired SAMs, 90 larger SAMs
  - Thousands of RPGs, mortars, explosives and automatic weapons

- Money Confiscated:
  - $13.5 Million US
  - Millions in Dinar, Euro, Pounds and Gold

**Major Military Operations**

- Operation DESERT SCORPION (Jun 15 – Ongoing)
  - 13 raids; 38 detainees; $8M and large sum of British pounds, Euros seized

- Operation SIDEWINDER (sub-operation to Desert Scorpion) (June 29-Jul 7)
  - 282 detainees; seized 217 RPGs, 200 mortar rounds, 132 small arms, documents

- Operation SODA MOUNTAIN (Jul 12-17)
  - 141 raids; 611 detainees (62 former regime leaders); seized 4,297 mortar rounds, 1,346 RPGs, 635 small arms

- Plus 10 smaller operations targeting former regime leadership, extremists, and weapons caches.